Component name:
- Bracket
- Speed Sensor A
- Magnet
- Bracket Rubber Pad
- Sensor Rubber Pad
- Nylon Ties (L x2)
- Nylon Ties (S x2)
- Double-sided tape

1. [Diagram of component placement]
2. [Diagram of sensor placement]
3. [Diagram of installation process]

Max. Distance: 70 cm
Faster or bicycles or when one bicycle uses different wheel sizes at different

Converting the Unit of Measure (KMH/MPH)

Gent on a soft cloth, and then wipe it off with a dry cloth.

To clean the computer or accessories, use diluted neutral deter-

Maintenance

The sensor was designed to receive signals within a limited range to

Power-saving function

If the computer has not received a signal for 9 minutes, power-

Troubleshooting

No display

Is battery in the computer run down?

Replacing the Battery

Computer

Battery Life

Computer: Lithium Battery CR2032 X 1

Battery Life: Computer: Approx. 1 year (if the computer is used for

Option Parts

Limited WARRANTY - 2-Year Computer/Sensor only

If trouble occurs during normal use, the part of the Main Unit or sensor will be repaired or
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